Improve your Writing
Verbs

Adjectives

Adverbs

Connectives
Suddenly, instantly,

Said, added, suggested,

Nice, pleasant, agreeable,

Fervently, eagerly,

thought, asked, mumbled,
demanded, spoke, replied,
continued, questioned,
whined, quizzed, sobbed,
muttered, exclaimed,
stammered, went on, spoke

enjoyable, joyful, rewarding,
polite, charming, affable,
delightful

passionately, enthusiastically, immediately
zealously, strongly, hopefully,

Yelled, croaked, howled,

Arrogant, conceited,

Proudly, positively,

Furthermore, in addition,

roared, shrieked, cried,
bellowed, shouted

puffed up

confidently

on top of that, besides

Timidly, shyly, timorously

However, on the other
hand, nevertheless,

Run away, escape, flee, run Mischievous, arrogant,
off

malign, evil, cruel, vicious,
savage, violent, mean

Run, dash, rush, scamper,

Parsimonious, mean (that

Intentionally, on purpose,

Therefore, ergo,

zoom, trot, scoot, whiz(z)

does not want to spend),
close-fisted, ungenerous,
selfish

consciously, deliberately

consequently, as a result,
hence, thus, because of this

Fight, brawl, argue, quarrel,

Generous, altruistic,

Kindly, softly, mildly,

Then, after that,

oppose, challenge, confront,

magnanimous, open-handed,

placidly, respectfully, politely thereafter, subsequently
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Verbs

Adjectives

Adverbs

Connectives

dispute, defeat

Write, compose (a poem or

Anxious, like a cat on a hot

Luckily, fortunately, by

At Last, eventually, in the

a song), list, log, scribble

tin roof, apprehensive,
worried, nervous, distressed

good fortune, providentially

end, after some time,
ultimately

Like, admire, esteem, be

Obedient, docile,

Accurately, correctly,

Even if, although, despite

attracted to, be keen on,
manageable, accommodating
have a preference for, adore,
find pleasure in

exactly, perfectly, carefully

the fact that, whilst

Scare, frighten, terrify,

Hesitant, doubtful,

Meanwhile, for the time

petrify, intimidate, chill
someone to the bone

undecided, uncertain,
sceptical, reluctant,
vacillating

Hesitantly, doubtfully,
undecidedly, reluctantly,

Trick, mislead, deceive,

Triumphant, successful,

Triumphantly,

Sometimes, every now and

cheat, fool

victorious, undefeated

successfully, victoriously

then, once in a while, at times

Succeed, thrive, triumph,

Big, enormous, huge,

Scarcely, barely, hardly,

Often, many times,

achieve success, be
successful

gigantic, colossal, massive,
ample, spacious

seldom, not often

regularly, usually, frequently

Learn, become competent

Small, little, tiny,

Fiercely, violently,

Never, under no

in, grasp, assimilate, acquire
knowledge of

microscopic, minuscule,
midget

wickedly, aggressively

circumstances, not once
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being, in the meantime, for
the present

